Novel concepts mediate word retrieval from human episodic associative memory: evidence from event-related potentials.
Effects of conceptual fusion on episodic associative retrieval were examined. Subjects attempted to fuse sequentially displayed (800 ms offset) word pairs; pairs subjects were unable to fuse were instead considered associated by juxtaposition. Next, dense-array event-related potentials (ERPs) were recorded while the pairs were redisplayed, half reversed in order. Subjects pressed a button to indicate whether each pair was presented in the previous order. Behavioral results showed that retrieval of fused pairs was faster and more accurate than for juxtaposed pairs. ERP topography to the first word of fused pairs was different from juxtaposed pairs, indicating that fusion can mediate associative retrieval of constituent items. Estimates of current source density at the cortical surface showed that fusion-mediated retrieval elicited left inferior-prefrontal/anterior-temporal activity not typically observed in episodic memory retrieval studies.